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INTRODUCTION

Chebyshev polynomials are extremely popular in numerical analysis. One
of their virtues is that expansions of functions in series of Chebyshev poly
nomials are thought to converge more rapidly than expansions in series of
other orthogonal polynomials, and some supporting asymptotic evidence for
this belief is presented in Lanczos [2]. Our purpose here is to demonstrate that
for a certain restricted class of functions, the truncated Chebyshev expansion
is best in some fairly large class of Jacobi expansions, and, thus, to provide
further solid foundation for the Chebyshev faith.

The remainder of the Introduction is devoted to presenting notation and
setting the stage. In Section I, we make precise the sense in which Chebyshev
expansions are best, while Section 2 is given over to various counter-examples
to the results in Section I.

LetPi"" !l)(x) be the Jacobi polynomials with rx,(3 > -I (that is, the orthogonal
polynomials on I: [-1, 1] with respect to the weight function w(rx, (3; x) =

(1 - x)'" (1 +x)!l), normalized in the usual fashion (cf. Szego [4], p. 58)). For
each (rx,(3), (y,o) we have

k

Pi"',!l)(x) = 2: bjirx, (3; y, o)PjY' i'J)(x),
j=O

(1)

and we adopt the usage that bjk = °ifj> k.
We also adopt the convention that

Pioo, oo)(x) = xk

and admit the values rx = (3 = 00, with this definition in mind. If (rx,(3), (y,o)
are such that

bjk(rx, (3; y, 8);;;, 0, j = 0, ..., k; k = 0, 1,2, ... , (2)

we say that Condition P holds, It is known that if

(i) (3 = 0 and rx> y,
or

(ii) rx = (3, y = 8 and rx> y,

then Condition P holds. (See, for example, Askey [1] and Rainville [3]. Askey
also gives some other conditions on the indices which imply Condition P.)
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To eachf E e(l) we associate its "Fourier" coefficients

1 Jlf/IX, (3) = h/IX,(3) _/(x)Pj"'·{3)(x) W(IX,(3; x) dx,

where

h/IX,(3) = fl [P5"',(3)(x)j2 W(IX, (3; x)dx

and j = 0, 1,2, .. " (Of course, here we assume IX < 00.) We put

k

s~",,(3)(x) = L f/ IX , (3) P 5'",(3)(x),
j~O

and
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(3)

Rk(lX, (3) = Ilrk"" 13)11,
where HI is the uniform norm on I and k = 0, 1,2, .... We say f E U(IX,(3) if,
and only if,

(3')

uniformly in I, whilef E A(IX, (3) if, and only if, the series is absolutely convergent
for each x in 1. In case IX = (3 = 00, (3') is assumed to be the Taylor expansion
about the origin, and SOjj(IX,(3) are the Taylor coefficients.

1. MAIN RESULTS

Our results are based on the following simple

LEMMA. Iff E U(IX, (3) and y < 00 then

'"jj(yJ» = L h(lX, (3) bjilX, (3; y, 0).
k~j

Proof

jj(y, 0) = h/~, 0) J~/(X)p)Y.bl(X) w(y, 0; x)dx

=_1_ II [~h(IX,(3)Pk",.J3)(X)]PY,b)(X)W(y,O;X)dX
h/y,o) -1 k=O

= ~ fk(IX,(3) [_1_ Jl p~",.{3>CX)P5y·O)(X)W(y,0;X)dX]
k~O hiy,o)_1

'"= L filX,(3) bjk(lX, (3; y, 0).
k=j

(The term-by-term integration is justified by the uniform convergence.)
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An immediate consequence of the lemma is

THEOREM 1. IffE U(Ct.,[3),f,.(Ct.,[3);;, 0, k = 0, 1,2, ..., and Condition P holds,
then

,h(y,o);;,O, j=0,1,2, ....

The lemma also leads to the following convergence results, which, although
not needed in what follows, is stated here for its own interest.

THEOREM 2. Suppose

(4)

o,;( y with y ;;, -t and Condition P holds. Then

fE U(y,o) n A(y,o).

Proof Since y;;, 0 and y;;, -t, we know (Szego [4], p. 166) that

max IPjr' il)(X)I= Pjr' il)(l), j = 0,1,2,.... (5)
-l~x~l

Condition P now implies that

max IPf'" ,8)(x)! = Pirx • ,8)(1), k = 0,1,2, .. _, (6)
-l::S;;x::s;;l

and hence, in view of (4) and the Weierstrass M-Test fEU (Ct., [3). As a further
consequence of(5), the Theorem will be proved ifwe can show that the sequence

is bounded.
Sincef E U(Ct.,[3), the lemma together with Condition P give

Pm = j~ P5Y' il)(l) IJ/~(Ct.,[3) bjk(Ct., [3; y, 0)[

Thus
00 m

Pm,;( 2: Ifk(Ct., [3)1 2: bjk(Ct., [3; y, o)P)y' il) (1)
k~O j~O

by (4).
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We turn now to our main result.
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THEOREM 3. Suppose
fia,(3)> 0,

8 < Y with y» -1, Condition P holds and

k>n, (7)

Then

(8)

(9)

Proof As we saw in the proof ofTheorem 2, the hypotheses of our Theorem
imply that (6) holds and hence that

RnCa, (3) = k~t/k(ex, (3)P~'" ,fl)(1) = k=t/~(ex,{3) L~ bjk(ex, (3; y, 0)P5Y' 0>(1)]

= j~ P5Y' (5)(1) LJ+l h(a, (3) bjk(ex, (3; y, 0)J.
the exchange of summations being justified since all summands are positive
(cf. Titchmarsh [5], Ch. I).

Hence,

RnCex,(3) = jtP5Y' (5)(1) L=t,h(a, (3) bjk(ex,{3; y, 8)]

+ j~tl P5y ,(5)(1) Lth(ex, (3)bjk(ex, (3; y, 8)]

= jt P)Y' (5) (1) L=t, h(ex, (3) bjk(ex, (3; y, 0)] +RnCy, 8),

in view of Theorem 1 and the Lemma «8) implies thatfE U(ex,{3)). Finally,
(7), Condition P and the fact thatP5Y' (5)(1) > O,j = 0, ..., n, conclude the proof.

Remark 1. If in Theorem 3, in place of Condition P we assume that (i) f3 = 0
and ex >y, or (ii) ex = (3 > y = 8, then we can conclude that equality holds in
(9) if, and only if,jis a polynomial of degree <no For, iffm(ex,{3) > 0 for some
m> n, then either bom(a,f3; y,o) > 0 or bim(ex,f3; y,8) > 0 and so

00

L .{;,(ex, (3) bjk(ex, f3; y, 0) > 0
k~n+'

for either j = 0 or j = 1.
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Remark 2. Consider the ultraspherical case (IX = f3; y = 8) and assume

(-l)kA(IX, IX) > 0; k> n (10)

in place of (7). Then since Theorem 3 can now be applied to f(-x), Theorem 3
remains true forf(x).

2. SOME EXAMPLES

Theorem 3 is, perhaps, most interesting in the ultraspherical case (IX = f3;
y = 8) since this family of polynomials includes those bearing the names of
Legendre and Chebyshev (both kinds), as well as, in our presentation, Taylor.
In the ultraspherical case, Theorem 3 is valid if IX> y > -to (Recall that
y = -t corresponds to the Chebyshev expansion.) We shall next present
several examples which show that we cannot dispense with requirements (7)
or (10), nor demonstrate that the expansion in Chebyshev polynomials
produces the smallest error in the somewhat larger class, IX> y>-1. We
suppress the second index in what follows, since we shall deal only with the
ultraspherical case.

Examples

1. Takef(x) = x3-1x2 - x and suppose IX = 00, n = O. Neither (7) nor (10)
holds and

min Ro(Y) = Ro(Y)
-!~y~oo

where y"'" -.102.

2. f(x) = x 2 + bx, a = 00, n = O. (7) or (10) holds and Theorem 3 is in force.
If 0 < Ibl < 2, we have

min Ro(Y) = Ro(Y)
-l<y,.;oo

where
_ _ b2

- 41bl 1 1

y - 4(1 + Ibi) - b2 - 2 < - 2'

3. f(x) = x 3 - x 2, IX = 00, n = 1. Now (10) holds, yet

min R!(y) = R1(y)
-!<y";OO

where
-1 <Y<-!-, (y...., -.543).
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